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Exam A
QUESTION 1
Which vDisk change will always require the use of reverse imaging?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Installing a new service pack on a Windows-based vDisk.
Upgrading the Provisioning services target device software installed on the vDisk.
Updating the NIC drivers on the vDisk.
Making permanent registry changes to the vDisk.

Correct Answer: C
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
Reference: https://support.citrix.com/article/CTX137253
QUESTION 2
A Citrix Engineer needs to map a network drive for the HR user group, but does NOT want the network drive to be available to Windows XP users.
Which step can the engineer take within Workspace Environment Management (WEM) to complete this task?
A. Add the Infrastructure Services server ADMX template to the Active Directory group policy and configure the network drive setting in a GPO. Then apply a
filter to assign the No Client OS Match condition to Windows XP and assign the GPO to the OU containing the HR users.
B. Add the network drive in the WEM environmental settings and apply the No Client OS Match condition to Windows XP. Then assign environmental setting to
the HR user group.
C. Use the Management Agent Host Configuration ADMX template to specify the network drive location. Then apply a filter to assign the No Client OS
Match condition to Windows XP and a second filter to assign the Active Directory Group Match to the HR user group.
D. Create an action mapping the network drive and apply the No Client OS Match condition to Windows XP. Then assign the action to the HP user group.
Correct Answer: D
Section: (none)

Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
QUESTION 3
Which three benefits can a Citrix Engineer achieve by using the robocopy command to replicate vDisk files between storage locations? (Choose three.)
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

It tolerates network disruptions during file transfer and continues copying after network is restored.
It is able to replicate files to multiple concurrent Stores using a “hub and spoke” model.
It preserves vDisk file time stamps.
It can be included in a script to automate replication at scheduled times.
It can be configured to use a limited amount of bandwidth for each file copy.

Correct Answer: ACD
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
QUESTION 4
Scenario: A Citrix Engineer maintains a multi-zone XenDesktop infrastructure with two Virtual Delivery Agent (VDA) machines located in the Primary Zone and
two VDAs in the Satellite Zone. Each zone contains a single Delivery Controller.
During an unexpected outage, the Delivery Controller in the Primary Zone went offline and did NOT resume.
What will happen to the VDAs in the Primary Zone?
A.
B.
C.
D.

The VDAs in the Primary Zone will attempt to register with the Delivery Controller in the Satellite Zone.
The VDAs in the Primary Zone will make intermittent attempts to re-register with the Delivery Controller in the Primary Zone.
The VDAs in the Primary Zone will remain in a registered state, regardless of the Delivery Controller being offline.
The VDAs in the Primary Zone will go to an unregistered state and NOT attempt to re-register until the local Delivery Controller resumes and is online.

Correct Answer: B
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:

QUESTION 5
A Citric Engineer is checking the IOPS on the local vDisk Store after setting up and configuring the environment.
Which two tools can the engineer use to check the IOPS for the Store? (Choose two.)
A.
B.
C.
D.

Performance Monitor
Process Monitor
Process Explorer
Disk Management

Correct Answer: AB
Section: (none)
Explanation
Explanation/Reference:
Reference http://www.basvankaam.com/2014/07/29/the-ultimate-iops-cheat-sheet/

